A large number of solutions have been proposed to support mobility in IP networks including original Mobile IP, its derivatives and several newly proposed protocols. However, these solutions often show drawbacks in terms of triangle routing, handoff inefficiency, heavy signaling overhead, etc. when handling diversified mobility scenarios. In this paper, we argue that these problems can be addressed by an adaptive mobility solution based on software-defined networks (SDN). We discuss why SDN helps to solve the problems in current IP mobility protocols and give our design and algorithm to demonstrate how they are solved. We show performance benefits of the SDN-based proposal comparing with existing solutions by making evaluations based on real network topologies. We also implement our proposal using Mininet and experiment on it to prove that it is not only theoretically but also practically feasible to realize software defined mobility support in IP networks.
INTRODUCTION
Internet mobility has been an active research topic for over two decades. Generally, the basic problem in supporting Internet mobility is to deliver data to a mobile receiver, whose location in the network topology is dynamically changing [1] . A large number of solutions have been proposed to address the problem. Amongst all related proposals, Mobile IP [2, 3] is one of the earliest and most well-known protocol. Mobile IP is an Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standardized protocol which allows mobile nodes (MNs) to keep session survivability while roaming around and changing IP addresses. To achieve this goal, Mobile IP uses Home Address (HoA) to identify an MN and Care-of Address (CoA) to locate an MN. Mobile IP introduces a mobility anchoring node called home agent (HA) to store each MN's HoA-to-CoA mapping. Having this mapping, HA is responsible for tunneling packets to and from the MN.
The employment of a single HA means that the MN's mapping can only be kept at a fixed location. This restriction implies that Mobile IP favors mobility scenarios when the MN only moves around its home network. Otherwise, it brings triangle routing problem as all the packets from correspondent nodes (CNs) to the MN have to take a detour to pass the HA. Triangle routing leads to data path stretch, large handoff signaling cost, as well as heavy load on HA. Different kinds of approaches have been proposed to address the problem. One class of such solutions deploys multiple mobility anchors over the network [4] [5] [6] [7] and distributes the MN's mapping among the anchors. In this way, triangle routing can be alleviated. However, it still requires further study on how these mobility anchors should be deployed in the network. Actually, a trade-off exists on the mobility anchor deployment: if they are deployed relatively far away from MNs, triangle routing problem still exists; otherwise, if they are deployed close to the MNs, an MN's switching between different mobility anchors becomes frequent, which brings additional signaling cost [8] .
There are some recently proposed IP mobility protocols that do not belong to Mobile IP derivatives, such as HIP [9] and ILNP [10] . Instead of deploying mobility anchors in the network, in these protocols CNs themselves serve as mobility anchors since they always learn the MNs' up-to-date locations by querying a global mapping system or receiving mapping updates directly from the MNs. As a result, triangle routing never exists in such protocols. However, according to RFC 4830 [11] , these protocols have drawbacks in supporting micro-mobility scenarios: since an MN's mapping are always distributed to the CN side, it may result in large signaling 160 Y. Wang and J. Bi overhead (especially on wireless links) and mapping update latency during each network-layer handoff, which could have been avoided by handling the handoff locally.
Therefore, a key problem of traditional Internet mobility solutions is their lack of flexibility to handle diversified mobility scenarios. Existing solutions make different design choices to implement mobility functions which usually make them beneficial in one scenario but not suitable for another. To address this problem, we have proposed a preliminary idea using software-defined networks (SDN) and OpenFlow [12] . SDN is an emerging network architectural approach, while OpenFlow is one of the most well-known instantiations of SDN. In SDN, network structures, functions and performance can be defined in a simpler way which is usually achieved by providing programmable devices and a centralized control logic. As we will show in this article, IP mobility can also be software defined in a flexible and efficient way.
Although we propose to integrate SDN and Internet mobility support, we are not simply implementing or extending existing IP mobility solutions in an SDN way. This article is more focused on addressing the question whether and how SDN benefits Internet mobility in a general case. We present a summary of our answer from two aspects: on one hand, programmable SDN devices provide the basis to design an adaptive protocol to address diversified mobility scenarios. Specifically, mobility anchor functionality can be easily implemented or removed on SDN devices, making it possible to deploy dynamic and temporary mobility anchors rather than using static and permanent mobility anchors as is employed by existing solutions. On the other hand, centralized control of SDN facilitates the realizing of such an adaptive protocol. It is because, centralized control can record all kinds of mobility details, e.g. how the MN moves, how the CN-to-MN traffic flows etc. These details help to generate optimal strategies to handle different mobility scenarios via a light-weight algorithm without introducing complex distributed protocols.
Throughout the article, we extend the above summarized answer via theoretical modeling and proof as well as practical evaluations and experiments. The answer also contributes to the design and improvement of traditional mobility protocols. For instance, SDN's benefits to Internet mobility imply that offering a certain level of flexibility can be beneficial to cope with diversified mobility scenarios in the Internet.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related work and introduce two categories of mobility solutions that serve as comparatives to the SDN-based proposal in following sections. Then we present both general design and an OpenFlow-based instantiation of the SDN-based proposal in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss on a key problem in SDN-based mobility support and present an algorithm to solve the problem with optimal results. The algorithm is evaluated in Section 5 using real network topologies. The evaluation also serves as a comparison between the SDN-based proposal and existing IP mobility solutions. In Section 6, implementation and experiments of the proposal based on Mininet are demonstrated. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss on future work in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we give an overview of related IP mobility protocols. First, we review Mobile IP, its extensions as well as other protocols that share similar ideas to store and distribute MN's mapping among mobility anchors deployed in the network, and we call them network-based protocols. Then, we review host-based protocols which mainly rely on end hosts to maintain MNs' mappings. Finally, we mention some existing research on providing IP mobility support in SDN architecture.
Network-based mobility protocols
One of the earliest Internet mobility solutions is Mobile IP which began its standardization in the IETF about two decades ago. Since then various Mobile IP derivatives have been proposed to improve the original protocol in order to adapt to the evolving Internet. Mobile IP and its derivatives can be regarded as network-based solutions, since their mobility management functions are mainly implemented at the network-side.
As explained in Section 1, Mobile IP centralizes both mobility signaling and data forwarding functions into a single HA, which increases signaling cost and data path stretch when MN is not within the home network. To address the problem, some Mobile IP extensions have been proposed. HMIPv6 [13] deploys Mobility Anchor Points (MAP) and uses them to localize mobility signaling when the MN is away from HA. Specifically, MN attaches to a nearby MAP which is located using a Regional CoA (RCoA), and then the MAP is responsible for keeping the mappings between the MN's HoA and a Local CoA (LCoA), which is exactly the MN's current location, and tunneling packets to the MN. When attaching to a new MAP, to keep its reachability, MN informs HA of the new MAP's RCoA. Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [14] is a similar solution, and it frees MNs from mobility signaling and employs Mobile Access Gateways (MAG) to perform mobility management functions on behalf of MNs. However, both HMIPv6 and PMIPv6 cannot avoid triangle routing when MN is not located within its home network, because data packets toward the MN still need to be redirected by the HA.
The major drawback of Mobile IP and its extensions mentioned above is that all the packets from CN to MN have to take a detour to pass the HA, which is known as the triangle routing problem. In recent years, a series of Mobile IP derivatives, which follow Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) architectural paradigm [15] [16] [17] [18] , arise to address the problem. DMM solutions distribute the functionality of HA to multiple mobility anchors deployed in the network so that the MN can always choose a nearby mobility anchor to maintain its mapping and perform packet redirection. Thus, the MN's HoA Software-Defined Mobility Support in IP Networks 161 never represents a fixed location and triangle routing can be alleviated or even eliminated. In order to reach the MN, the relationship between the MN and its current mobility anchor is propagated among the deployed mobility anchors in the network, which can be realized in either a push or pull mechanism [15, 16] . DMM research is still in the early stage, but it is considered as a promising way to evolve Mobile IP networks and is currently under standardization in the IETF DMM group [18] .
There exist various solutions that follow DMM architectural paradigm. HA Migration [4] assigns anycast addresses to all HAs distributed in the Internet. MNs and CNs also utilize anycast to find and attach to the nearest HA. To maintain reachability of an MN, its mapping is synchronized among all the deployed HAs in the network. Distributed IP Mobility Approach (DIMA) [5] also distributes central HA functionality onto several new inter-working entities called Mobility Agents (MA), and then MAs form a distributed hash table (DHT) to store the mappings of MNs. Peer-to-Peer HA Network (P2PHAN) [6] has the similar idea, while it uses a P2P network to discover a close HA for MNs. DHARMA protocol [7] organizes distributed HAs as an overlay network and proposes both measurement and heuristic based algorithms to locate a nearby HA.
Host-based mobility protocols
Host-based mobility protocols address triangle routing by placing mobility functions on end hosts. MIPv6 offered such a solution called Route Optimization (RO) mode [3] . In RO mode, MN sends its new mapping directly to CN after it moves to another network. The main drawback of RO mode is its complex validation procedure between MN and CN for security reasons, as both sides have no pre-knowledge to validate each other's identity.
Other host-based mobility protocols belong to identifierlocator split (ILS) designs. ILS is an architectural model which points out that IP address has embedded both identifier and locator semantics and a split of the two is necessary. Such solutions assign stable identifiers to MNs, and maintain dynamic bindings between identifiers and locators (commonly represented by IP addresses) in a global mapping system (DNS plays the role in most cases). When CN starts communication with MN, it queries the mapping system to obtain the current locator of the MN. When the MN moves to a new network, it keeps its identifier unchanged and obtains a new locator, and then the MN sends the new identifier-to-locator mapping to not only the mapping system but also the CN side so that CN can directly reach the MN's current location as soon as possible. Therefore, the mobility handoff is actually accomplished in an end-to-end way in such solutions.
Host identity protocol (HIP) [9] , identifier-locator network protocol (ILNP) [10] and LISP MN [19] are typical solutions that fall into this category. HIP uses self-authenticating identifier called host identity (HI) to identify a mobile host. HI is obtained by hashing the public key of a key pair that belongs to the host. With self-authenticating identifiers, each host is able to prove ownership to its HI through cryptographic methods. ILNP does not introduce new namespaces but utilizes IPv6 address space to identify mobile hosts. ILNP splits IPv6 address space into an identifier part and a locator part: the first 64 bits of IPv6 address remains to be used for routing in the network, while the last 64bits are used to uniquely identify mobile hosts. Both HIP and ILNP modify the current TCP/IP stack on hosts to realize their functions and rely on DNS to store the mappings.
LISP Mobile Node (LISP-MN) is developed based on Locator Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) [20] , which is a core-edge separation design. LISP proposes a separation of Endpoint Identifiers (EID) from Routing Locators (RLOC) and deploys ingress/egress Tunnel Routers (TR) to maintain EID-to-RLOC mappings. LISP-MN utilizes EID as identifier and RLOC as locators of mobile hosts. It implements a lightweight TR on each mobile host to realize the mapping functions. LISP-MN does not rely on DNS, but makes use of several alternative Map-Servers proposed by LISP as its global mapping system.
SDN-related mobility protocols
Many efforts have been paid to apply SDN to mobile and wireless networks, a large number, of which pay attention to WLAN or cellular networks. OpenRoads [21, 22] proposes to improve robustness during mobility handoff using multicast in OpenFlow networks. They showed how this is done by demonstration and described their testbed deployment. In their following paper [23] , they further abstract their idea as separating wireless services from infrastructures and rename OpenRoads to OpenFlow Wireless which serves as a blueprint for an open wireless network. OpenRadio [24] proposes programmable wireless devices by enabling programmability of the physical and MAC layer. It is realized by introducing a software abstraction layer which decomposes wireless protocols into decision rules and processing algorithms and provides modular APIs to programmers. Odin [25] focuses on enterprise WLAN and proposes light virtual Access Points (AP) that have stable associations with users and can be hosted by different physical APs. The virtual APs are controlled by a specific controller via OpenFlow. In this way, Odin facilitates programmers to implement mobility management functions such as seamless handoff, load balancing etc.
Integrating SDN and cellular networks includes research on software-defined radio access networks (RAN) and core networks. SoftRAN [26] employs centralized control of all physical base stations in a geographical area which are regarded as radio elements. The authors take the latency between the controller and base stations into consideration and put some control plane functionalities down to the radio elements for 162 Y. Wang and J. Bi better trade-off. OpenRAN [27] is another software-defined RAN architecture which applies cloud computing. OpenRAN considers convergence of heterogeneous wireless networks, which is a desirable feature not supported by SoftRAN. CellSDN [28] is proposed with the goal of implementing a network operating system on LTE networks. Their later research is called Softcell [29] which focuses more on the core network.
Research on SDN-based Internet mobility is also emerging. Some studies propose to implement PMIPv6 protocol in SDN and OpenFlow environment [30, 31] . They claim that the SDN version of PMIPv6 is more efficient and deployable. Other studies propose Mobile IP extensions or derivatives enhanced by SDN and OpenFlow [32, 33] . This paper differs from the above studies, as we are neither, proposing an SDN version of existing mobility protocols nor focusing on design and implementation of an OpenFlow-based mobility solution. The aim of this paper is to give a general discussion on whether and how SDN benefits Internet mobility management.
PROTOCOL DESIGN
In this section, we describe an SDN-based IP mobility solution. We first give a general design of our proposal, followed by an instantiated design based on OpenFlow. Note that though we choose OpenFlow in this paper, the proposed solution can also be designed and implemented in a similar way using other techniques that adopt SDN architecture paradigm.
General design
Since SDN proposes a clear separation of control plane and data plane, IP mobility management functions based on SDN can also be separated into control-plane functions and data-plane functions. Figure 1 demonstrates the overview of our proposal.
In the control plane, two sub-functions are required to accomplish mobility management. One sub-function requires SDN controllers to collect the current location of each MN and maintain a mapping for it. The mapping dynamically binds an MN's identifier to its locator. The definition of identifier is the same as that in ILS-related researches, i.e. some stable information that does not need to change when the MN changes its location in the network. Identifiers do not have a restricted format but can be any field in the packet that is recognizable to SDN controllers and devices. MN's locator should be represented by some packet field that can be used to reach the MN's current location. Normally, IP addresses serve as locators of MNs.
To realize this sub-function, MNs themselves or their serving SDN devices are required to inform controllers of the attachment and detachment of each MN. When an MN leaves one SDN domain and enters another, inter-SDN domain communication is required to synchronize mappings of the MN between controllers in different domains.
The other control-plane sub-function requires the controller to download each MN's mapping to related SDN devices. It can be subdivided into two cases. The first is a 'response' case: the controller downloads an MN's mapping to the SDN devices that are requesting the mapping. The second is an 'update' case: after the controller receives an MN's new mapping, to keep the MN's reachability, it downloads the mapping to some SDN devices that are holding the MN's stale mapping.
In the data plane, SDN devices directly receive packets destined to MNs from CNs and forward the packets according to the mappings downloaded from controllers. When an SDN device Software-Defined Mobility Support in IP Networks 163 lacks required mapping for packet delivery, it triggers a controlplace function to request the mapping from controller.
The control and data plane functions described above comprise the basic mobility management functions in SDN. Protocol details such as how the mappings are collected and downloaded depend on the specific technology that implements the SDN functions. We exemplify the protocol details using OpenFlow in the following subsections.
An OpenFlow-based instantiation
The OpenFlow-based design employs IP addresses (both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses can be applied) to identify and locate MNs. Like all the other mobility protocols, we assign a stable identifier to each MN which is a non-routable IP address and belongs to a specific address block. An MN's locator is represented by a routable IP address which is not owned by the MN but its first-hop OpenFlow switch. It means MNs never require to re-configure IP addresses when attaching to new networks, but the network side helps to accomplish the work, which is similar to PMIPv6 [14] .
OpenFlow controller is responsible for maintaining mappings which relate MNs' identifiers to their locators. For each MN, a subset of OpenFlow switches in the network serve as mobility anchors. They store replica of the MN's mapping in the form of a flow table entry downloaded from the controller, and redirect packets toward the MN according to the flow entry.
To describe details of the protocol, we illustrate how CN reaches MN in First, we describe the communication initiation process. We let a CN begin communicating with the MN. Since the CN only knows identifier of the MN, the destination address in the packets it sends to the MN is IP_M. When the CN's first-hop switch S1 receives such a packet, it learns IP_M is non-routable, and there are no local flow entries that match the address. Thus it forwards the packet to its controller via Packet-in. The controller (for simplicity, here we assume the controller of S1 and S3 are the same one, and the case with multiple controllers will be discussed later) looks IP_M up in the local mapping table and gets the corresponding locator. Then, the controller forwards the packet to S3 via Packet-out and at the same time pushes the mapping to S1 by downloading a flow entry which indicates 'for all packets with destination address IP_M, rewrite their destination addresses to IP_S3'. The following packets flow directly from CN to MN: first they are redirected from S1 to S3, and then from S3 to the MN. All the operations above are accomplished by the network side and are transparent to the end hosts.
Next, we describe the handoff process. We assume the MN leaves S3 and attaches to S4. Similarly, detecting the attachment, S4 assigns IP_S4 to the MN and sends Mapping Update to the controller. Controller receives the update and learns that the MN has just moved. Thus, it is responsible for accomplishing the handoff by modifying existing CN-to-MN flow path towards the MN's new location. Take the scenario in Fig. 2 as an example: since the controller knows how the flow goes from CN to MN, it temporarily makes S2 the mobility anchor for the MN by downloading the MN's new mapping (another flow entry) to S2 that indicates 'for all packets with destination address IP_S3, rewrite their destination addresses to IP_S4'. Then the new CN-to-MN flow will go through three redirections: S1 to S2, S2 to S4 and S4 to the MN. Of course, Fig. 2 only shows one possibility to place the mobility anchor and accomplish the handoff, and there may exist various choices in practice, especially in more complicated scenarios. We regard the mobility anchor placement algorithm a key component of SDN-based mobility solutions and we will further discuss this issue in Section 4.
Discussion
Considering that the scenario shown in Fig. 2 is simple, in this subsection we discuss cases that are more complicated to complement the protocol design.
Multiple controllers
If CN and MN are located far apart from each other, or located in different domains, it is possible that they belong to different controllers. If the two controllers are within the same administrative domain, the problem may become simpler since intra-domain communication between controllers is more common. Some existing examples include Onix [34] , HyperFlow [35] etc. If the two controllers belong to different administrative domains, inter-domain interaction between controllers is required.
We give a solution to handle session initiation and handoff process in inter-domain scenarios. As shown in Fig. 3 (left figure), when a CN initiates a new session with an MN located in another domain, the Packet-in to the local controller will trigger an inter-controller query and response process to retrieve the locator of the MN. To deliver the query to the MN's serving controller, CN's serving controller can just flood the query to all other controllers, or store a mapping locally to map each MN's identifier to a corresponding controller. The following procedures are similar to the single-controller case, i.e. downloading the MN's mapping to the CN's serving OpenFlow switch which then performs packet rewrite and forwards the packets toward the MN.
The handoff process can be divided into two cases. In the first case, the MN performs an intra-domain movement. We propose to use the same method as the single-controller case to handle this case, i.e. only modifying intra-domain flow path to redirect the traffic toward the MN's new location, which we regard as a reasonable solution. In the second case, the MN performs an inter-domain movement as shown in Fig. 3 (right figure). This case is much less frequent but more difficult to deal with, since it requires to modify inter-domain flow path for traffic redirection which is not a pre-knowledge of the controllers. A simple approach is that, after the MN's new serving controller learns the inter-domain movement event, it floods the MN's new mapping to the other controllers. As soon as the CN's serving controller receives the mapping, it is able to modify the CN-to-MN flow path from its source. However, the flood-based approach may become unscalable when deployed in large scale. For that case, a two-step mapping update approach can be applied by first updating the MN's previous serving controller which then updates the CN's serving controller.
Dual mobility
In all previous examples, CN stays immobile all the time. However, both communicating sides can be mobile in practice. When CN is also moving, MN can use exactly the same way to reach CN. Actually both sides are treated equally in the protocol, and it is only for convenience to distinguish MN and CN in the previous descriptions. Note that if CN is also mobile, its first-hop switch should rewrite the source address of packets sent by CN to the CN's locator, which makes the MN side directly send reply packets to the CN without passing them to the controller. In the scenarios that both communicating sides move simultaneously, which is usually called a dual mobility case, the communication can still be restored after movement. It is because, on one hand, controllers serve as stable rendezvous points for MNs, and wherever the MNs move, their locations can be obtained by querying the controller. On the other hand, the proposed protocol inherently ensures that CNs can always reach the MN's current location even if the CNs themselves are moving. It is because, when a CN moves to a new location, its new first-hop switch, which does not know where the MN locates, triggers a Packet-in to the controller and consequently gets the MN's upto-date location from the controller.
Incremental deployment
Our proposal supports incremental deployment. Generally, the SDN-based mobility solution can be regarded as a extreme case of network-based mobility solution in which the HA functionality is deployed onto every device in the network. Thus, in a partial deployment scenario, our proposal just degrades into a typical network-based mobility solution (with centralized control) which can still work. However, partial deployment inevitably brings performance degradations and we will give more discussion on this topic in the next section.
Specifically, as for the OpenFlow-based design, we suggest that the MNs' first-hop devices should be OpenFlow switches. Otherwise, the MNs may have to re-configure IP addresses during their movements. Besides, using OpenFlow switches as the CNs' first-hop devices is also recommended, because if it is not the case, CNs need to access their nearby OpenFlow switches using additional mechanisms such as anycast employed by HA Migration [4] . Besides deploying at both MN and CN sides, more OpenFlow deployment is the icing on the cake which helps to improve the performance of our proposal.
We also present an integration of SDN and Mobile IP to support partial deployment scenarios in the OpenFlow-based design where the MNs' first-hop devices can be Non-OpenFlow devices. In this approach, each time an MN attaches to an OpenFlow switch, it configures the OpenFlow switch as its HA. The HA will not be used until the MN attaches to a Non-OpenFlow device. In this case, the MN turns to Mobile IP mode by regarding its identifier as the HoA and configuring a new IP address with local prefix (if necessary) as its CoA, and acknowledging the HA of its HoA-to-CoA mapping. Then the HA redirects the packets destined to the MN's HoA to the MN's CoA via tunneling with the help of the controller. In this way, the MN continues to benefit from mobility support with the cost of possible triangle routing. However, as soon as the MN attaches to another OpenFlow switch, tunneling can be terminated since the controller is again able to redirect ongoing traffic toward the MN's new serving OpenFlow switch. To realize this integration, MNs are required to implement Mobile IP functionality, while controllers should be able to instruct OpenFlow switches to behave as HAs. Figure 4 demonstrates this approach, in which the interactions between OpenFlow switches and controllers are omitted.
MOBILITY ANCHOR PLACEMENT
In this section, we further research into the mobility anchor placement during MN's handoff procedure. Recall the handoff process in the OpenFlow-based design, theoretically the mobility anchor can be placed on any switch on the CN-to-MN flow path before MN's movement (e.g. S1, S2 and S3 in Fig. 2 ). However, choosing some switch may lead to serious performance drawbacks. For example, it is a straightforward idea to place mobility anchor on MN's first-hop switch before movement (e.g. S3 in Fig. 2 ), but this method will result in triangle routing in most cases. Another idea is to place mobility anchor on CN's first-hop switch (e.g. S1 in Fig. 2 ), but this method may result in a large number of flow entry downloading and high handoff latency, which is analogous to the end-to-end mapping update method adopted by host-based mobility protocols.
Note that this placement problem is not restricted to the OpenFlow-based design but serves as a general problem in SDN-based mobility management. It is because, as long as a mechanism adopts SDN paradigm, it enables the programmability of network devices which makes it possible to flexibly place mobility anchoring functionalities onto the devices. In contrast, this placement problem does not exist in most existing IP mobility solutions since they always employ fixed mobility anchor deployment (on specific servers, routers etc.) rather 166 Y. Wang and J. Bi than dynamically placing mobility anchors into the network. As will be shown, this difference is the root of the advantages of SDN-based approach over traditional Internet mobility approaches. However, this section is more focused on the intra-domain case because as is described in Section 3.3.1, our current inter-domain handoff solution adopts a fixed anchor placement algorithm, i.e. placing mobility anchors to the source of each CN-to-MN flow.
Mobility anchor placement problem
To formalize the problem, first we need to make clear goal of the mobility anchor placement algorithm. Considering that we have various performance metrics to evaluate a handoff process, we give the following three goals:
Goal-1: keep optimal forwarding path. This goal ensures the shortest forwarding data path between MN and CN and avoids triangle routing.
Goal-2: minimize the distance between the MN and mobility anchor. The purpose of this goal is to localize the signaling caused by the MN's mobility events. It is reasonable to infer that longer MN-to-anchor distance also implies that the MN's serving controller may be located farther away from the mobility anchor, making handoff latency larger. Besides, to download flow entry to a distant switch also increases the possibility to trigger inter-controller communications, which further reduces handoff efficiency. On the contrary, small MN-to-anchor distance is helpful to confine mobility signaling within a limited area and ensure an efficient handoff.
Goal-3: minimize the number of mobility anchors placed per movement, which is equivalent to the number of mapping updates downloaded from controller per movement. This goal can help to both limit the mobility-related flow entry maintained on switches and reduce the signaling overhead introduced by mapping downloading.
Given these goals, we define a general Mobility Anchor Placement Problem (MAPP) as an optimization problem: given a set of switches to place the mobility anchors for an MN, MAPP problem is to find a subset of the switches which optimizes some goals.
However, the proposed goals conflict with each other in many cases, e.g. placing mobility anchor on MN's first-hop switch before movement will always satisfy Goal-3 but has a large possibility to conflict with Goal-1. Thus we further specify MAPP into the following two problems:
MAPP-1: MAPP that takes Goal-2 as optimization objective and Goal-1 as constraint.
MAPP-2: MAPP that takes Goal-3 as optimization objective and Goal-1 as constraint.
As we will show in the following, MAPP-1 is easier to solve while MAPP-2 is more difficult. However, under certain circumstance, solutions to both problems are identical, which means Goal-2 and -3 can be optimized at the same time. Note that Goal-1 serves as the constraint and thus is always satisfied.
Problem formalization and solution

MAPP-1
Before formalizing MAPP-1, we first assume that during a handoff procedure, the MN moves from switch s n to s n and the CN stays attaching to switch s 1 as shown in Fig. 5 
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The complexity of the algorithm is O(d · n) where n represents number of path pairs and d represents length of the path.
We prove that Algorithm 1 satisfies the goals. Proof. Find the largest satisfactory switch set C p for path pair p, i.e. the common 'prefix' of the two paths, e.g. {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s i } in Fig. 5 . Obviously, the fork node is nearest switch to the MN in C p .
MAPP-2
We give more definitions and then formalize MAPP-2.
Definition 2. Switch s satisfies a set of path pairs P means ∀p ∈ P, s satisfies p. A set of switches S satisfies a set of path pairs P means ∀p ∈ P, ∃s ∈ S s.t. s satisfies p.
Problem 2. Given a set of n path pairs P, find the smallest set of switches S which satisfies P.
We describe solution to Problem 2 using two steps:
Step 1: for each path pair p, find the largest satisfactory switch set C p ;
Step 2: find the smallest set S s.t. for each C p , S C p = ∅.
The complexity of Step 1 is O(d · n).
Step 2 can be reduced by Set Covering Problem which is NP-hard, thus Problem 2 is an NP-hard problem. Here, we prove the NP-hardness of Problem 2. Proof. Given any Set Covering Problem, we can find a corresponding case of Problem 2.
Set Covering Problem: P is the set of all path pairs, S i represents a subset of P whose elements can be satisfied by switch s i , given a family of such subsets, find the smallest subfamily S of the subsets whose union is P.
For each p ∈ P, let C p = ∅, then search the family of subsets, if p ∈ S i , let C p = C p ∪ {s i }. Then, we get the sets C p in Step 2,
Set C p obtained from Problem 2 also satisfies the Set Covering Problem: since for each path pair p, S ∩ C p = ∅, thus ∃s i ∈ S s.t. s i satisfies p, which implies p ∈ S i in the Set Covering Problem. Therefore, we have ∪S i = P.
We try to solve Problem 2. Obviously, we can use exhaustive search to get the optimal result, but its complexity is O(d n ) and is unacceptable. Therefore, we need to find heuristic algorithms. We find that under certain circumstance, Problem 2 can be solved using a simple algorithm. We describe the circumstance as the following assumption. Assumption 1. Two paths to the same destination share identical 'suffix' after they 'meet'. Assumption 1 is satisfied as long as the packet forwarding between MN and CN only relies on destination IP address, which is a common case in current intra-domain scenarios. With this assumption, we propose our solution to Problem 2.
Algorithm 2. Find the fork node s i of each path pair p ∈ P, S = ∪{S i }.
Actually, Algorithm 2 is the same as Algorithm 1 except that Algorithm 2 works on a set of path pairs. Algorithm 2 takes O(d · n) to get the optimal result. Here, we prove the optimality of Algorithm 2.
Lemma 1. If Assumption 1 is satisfied, given a set of path pairs P which is satisfied by some switch s, the fork nodes of all path pairs in P are identical.
Proof. For each p ∈ P, let the 'prefix' of two paths of p be path prefix . Since s satisfies P, s belongs to each path prefix of path pairs in P. Thus, all the path prefix must have met 'before' s (e.g. they meet at s j in Fig. 6 ).
According to Assumption 1, all the path prefix share the same 'suffix', which contains the fork node. Therefore, the fork nodes of all path prefix are also identical.
Theorem 4. If Assumption 1 is satisfied, given a set of path pairs P, set S generated by Algorithm 2 is the smallest set which satisfies P.
Proof. Let S f be the set generated by Algorithm 2. Since S f contains all the fork nodes of all path pairs in P, S f satisfies P.
Then, we prove that ∀S that satisfies P, we have |S| ≥ |S f |. For each s ∈ S, suppose s satisfies P s which is a subset of P. According to Lemma 1, the fork nodes of all path pairs in P s are 168 Y. Wang and J. Bi identical. Let the fork node be s i , then if we replace s with s i in S, S will contain the fork nodes of all path pairs in P s .
Then ∀s ∈ S, we apply the replacement to s. After all the replacements, S becomes S . As S satisfies P, ∀p ∈ P, ∃s ∈ S s.t. s satisfies p, thus the fork node of p appears at least once in the replacement. Therefore, S will contain the fork nodes of all path pairs in P. Since the replacement will not increase the size of S, we have |S| ≥ |S | ≥ |S f |.
Therefore S f is the smallest set which satisfies P.
Note that Algorithm 2 also optimizes Problem 1. Thus if Assumption 1 is satisfied, Algorithm 2 can generate optimal results for both Problems 1 and 2, which means we can simultaneously achieve all three goals.
When Assumption 1 cannot be satisfied, we give another algorithm to solve Problem 2:
Step 1: let X = P, S = ∅.
Step 2: repeat the following process until X = ∅: find i s.t. S i contains the largest number of elements in X , then let S = S ∪ {S i }, X = X \ S i .
According to existing research [36] , Greedy Set Covering algorithm takes O(d · n 2 ) to get a result with approximation ratio ln n + 1.
Note that Algorithm 3 also generates optimal result when Assumption 1 is satisfied. The proof is omitted in this paper.
MAPP-extension
Considering that Goal-1 may not be mandatory in some practical cases, we also give discussion on other MAPP that relax the restrictions of Goal-1. We give the following definition.
Definition 3. Switch s L-satisfies a path pair p means after placing mobility anchor on s, the length of the new MN-CN path
L-satisfy relaxes the restriction of Goal-1, i.e. keeping optimal forwarding path, and allows triangle routing to some extent. We call L the relax factor, which is actually the upper bound of the path stretch caused by the mobility anchor placement.
Similarly, we give the relaxed form of Problems 1 and 2.
Problem 3. Given each path pair p, find a switch s which L-satisfies p and minimize its distance to the MN.
Problem 4.
Given a set of n path pairs P, find the smallest set of switches S which L-satisfies P.
Actually, Problems 1 and 2 are particular cases of Problems 3 and 4 (L = 1 and path new = path current ). Since the only difference of solving the two sets of problems is the calculation of satisfactory switch set and the fork node, we can use exactly the same algorithm, i.e. Algorithm 2, to solve Problems 3 and 4. We demonstrate how it is done using a simple example shown in Fig. 7 . As Goal-1 is relaxed, there may exist multiple path new (including path current ) to select, which all satisfy the path stretch restriction. Figure 7 shows three candidate path new that forks on s i , s j and s k , respectively, and the rightmost path is path current . Therefore, all the switches on the path from s 1 to s k belong to the satisfactory switch set and s k is the fork node in this case. The proof of the optimality of the solution is omitted here to avoid repetition.
Since the satisfactory switch set becomes larger and the fork node becomes nearer to the MN, the solution to Problem 3 and 4 is expected to generate nearer MN-to-anchor distance and less flow entry downloading comparing with Problems 1 and 2. Actually, as will be demonstrated by the evaluation in the following section, Algorithm 2 can trade an increase in data path stretch off a decrease in MN-to-anchor distance and flow entry downloading.
Discussion
Flow table size
We make some further discussions on the goals of the mobility anchor placement. Since flow table size on an OpenFlow switch is limited and our proposal will clearly occupy part of the total capacity, the readers may wonder why we do not take minimizing the number of mappings maintained on the OpenFlow switches as one of our goals. We argue that optimizing this goal may not be cost effective, since such an algorithm requires taking all the switches' mappings into consideration and thus are more costly and highly dynamic.
However, we can cope with the capacity limitation on OpenFlow switches from another angle. An upper bound of total mappings maintained on each switch can be set. This limitation does not break the previous theorems and algorithms, except that switches run out of capacity should be excluded from the satisfactory switch set.
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Moreover, we can further reduce the global flow table size by setting a proper lifetime for each mapping so that the switches can delete related mappings as soon as a traffic flow ends.
Partial deployment scenario
The proposed algorithms can also be applied to partial deployment scenarios where not all the devices can serve as mobility anchors. In fact, these devices are just ignored by the algorithms and never affect the optimality of the algorithms in each specific scenario. However, there exists a large possibility that the algorithms in full deployment scenarios outperform that in partial deployment scenarios.
ALGORITHM EVALUATION
In this section, we make several evaluations to see how the previously proposed algorithms perform in real network topologies. We use the three goals proposed in Section 4.1 as evaluation metrics, i.e. data path stretch, MN-to-anchor distance and the number of mapping updates required for each movement. Since it is difficult to get practical routing data which conflicts with Assumption 1 in Section 4.2, we only evaluate Algorithm 2, which is also proposed in Section 4.2, under Assumption 1 using real intra-domain topologies with shortest path routing.
The evaluations are divided into two sets. Set A evaluates Algorithm 2 that takes Goal-1 as constraint and addresses MAPP-1 and MAPP-2 proposed in Section 4.2. Set B evaluates Algorithm 2 that relaxes the restriction of Goal-1 and addresses MAPP-extension problems proposed in Section 4.3.
As will be further explained below, the two sets of evaluations also serve as comparisons between our SDN-based solution and existing host-based and network-based IP mobility solutions reviewed in Section 2. To better demonstrate the results, we also separate the comparison into two sets. As for host-based mobility solutions, since they strictly bring none extra routing path stretch (always satisfy Goal-1 in Section 4.1), we regard them as comparatives of Algorithm 2 in Section 4.2 and include them into evaluation Set A. As for network-based mobility solutions, since they allow stretch to be larger than 1, we regard them as comparatives of Algorithm 2 in Section 4.3 and include them into evaluation Set B.
Methodology
Our evaluation topology and routing data are calculated using intra-domain topologies from Rocketfuel [37] including AS1221, AS1755, AS6461, AS3257, AS3967 and AS1239. As evaluations based on different topologies show similar results, we choose three of them to demonstrate, and they are AS1221 with 208 nodes, AS3257 with 322 nodes and AS6461 with 276 nodes. To study the performance of our algorithm based on various topologies, we generated another two topologies to add differentiation: one is a 200-nodes hierarchical topology with a densely inter-connected core network and several tree-like edge networks, and the other is a 200-nodes flat topology in which nodes randomly connect to each other with an average degree.
For each topology, each node in the topology serves as the MN for one turn. In each turn, we select 10 randomly located nodes as CNs. The MN performs 100 movements per turn using a modified Markov chain-based random walk model: during each movement, the MN randomly attaches to a new node which is one-hop away from its previous location. For each movement, different algorithms (including Algorithm 2) are applied to download the MN's new mapping into the topology and consequently generate different values of stretch, MN-to-anchor distance and mapping update number. After all the evaluation turns end, we collect average values of all performance metrics of the algorithms evaluated.
To further study the behaviors of the algorithms in different mobility scenarios, we also vary the default values of some parameters in the evaluation. The first parameter is the number of CN corresponding to each MN. The second parameter is the hop interval of MN's movement, which means the hop distance between the two nodes an MN attaches to before and after its movement. The third parameter is the MN's mobility range which is represented by a hop value. The mobility range restricts the maximum distance that the MN can move from its original location.
Evaluation Set A
First, we evaluate Algorithm 2 when routing path stretch is fixed to 1. We introduce two algorithms as comparatives.
Algorithm-random: for each path pair p, this algorithm randomly selects a switch s which satisfies p as mobility anchor. This algorithm serves as one of the most straight forward method to place the MN's mapping.
Algorithm-CN: for each path pair p, this algorithm selects the first-hop switch of CN as mobility anchor. This algorithm simulates the handoff behaviors of host-based mobility solutions, since they all send the MN's mapping directly to the CN side after each movement of the MN.
Evaluation results based on default parameter values are demonstrated in Fig. 8 . The y-axis represents average number of mapping update required for each CN in Fig. 8 , and normalized average MN-to-anchor distance in Fig. 8b . The x-axis in both figures represents the evaluation topology including three intra-domain ones, the hierarchical one ('Hier') and the flat one ('Flat').
We can see that Algorithm 2 has the lowest value in both figures. Figure 8a updates and decreasing the number of flow table entries maintained on switches in our proposal. We also observe that the mapping updates generated by Algorithm 2 in flat topologies is more than that in hierarchical topologies. Just as the fact that hierarchical topology helps to reduce routing table size, it also helps to reduce mapping maintenance. Figure 9b shows that MN-to-anchor distance of Algorithm 2 only takes ∼15% of the network diameter, which means mobility anchor is located ∼1-2 hops away from MN on average, and this offers a good guarantee on the handoff efficiency. Algorithm-CN has the largest MN-to-anchor value, since it always pushes mapping to the CN side. The value of Algorithm-random stays between Algorithm-CN and Algorithm 2. Again, we find that when evaluation topology becomes flatter, MN-to-anchor values of three algorithms approximate to each other. It is because with the 'flatten' of topology, average distance between nodes also drops. Therefore, we can say that our algorithm is more beneficial in topologies that are more hierarchical. To demonstrate the universality of the results, we run more evaluations based on AS3257 by varying the number of CN, movement hop interval and mobility range. Figure 9 shows how the performance metrics change when the number of CN varies from 1 to 100. Figure 9a shows that the mapping updates per CN of Algorithm 2 drops as the CN number increases. When CN number is small, the probability to send one mapping update for each CN is larger, since the CNs can be distributed far away from each other. As more CNs are introduced, the chance that multiple CNs share one mapping update grows, and as can be observed from Fig. 9a , only ∼16 mapping updates are required on average facing 100 CNs. Figure 9b shows that the average MN-to-anchor distance of Algorithm 2 increases slowly with the growing of CN number. Even if the CN number reaches 100, the average MN-to-anchor distance is ∼0.18 (∼3 hops). Note that both performance metrics of the other two algorithms are not affected by the CN number. results prove that, along with the increasing of the hop interval, number of mapping updates of Algorithm 2 and MN-to-anchor distance of all algorithms grow. The results are in line with the intuition that short-distance movements can always be handled locally, but long-distance movements usually cause global dynamics which implies more and farther mapping updates. Though the performance of Algorithm 2 decreases when the hop interval becomes large, it still outperforms the other two algorithms.
We also evaluated the algorithms by changing the MN's mobility range and find that this parameter hardly affects the performance of all the three algorithms. So we omit related demonstration in this evaluation set.
Evaluation Set B
In this subsection, we allow the upper bound of the data path stretch of Algorithm 2, which is exactly the relax factor defined in Section 4.3, to be larger than 1. As is mentioned in the previous section, it is expected that when the stretch restriction is relaxed, Algorithm 2 is able to further 'compress' the mapping update number and MN-to-anchor distance. Similarly, we introduce another algorithm as the comparative.
Algorithm-DMM : this algorithm simulates the behaviors of the generalized form of DMM solution as described in Section 1. We assume that each node in the topology can serve as HA for the MN. In the beginning, the MN chooses the node it attaches to as the HA. After each movement, we evaluate the stretch generated due to traffic indirection on the HA. If the stretch value does not exceed an upper bound, the MN remains to use that HA which now serves as the mobility anchor. This case leads to only one mapping update to the HA. Otherwise, the MN abandons the previous HA and chooses the node it attaches to after movement as the new HA. In this case, all CNs serve as mobility anchors and one mapping update to each of the CNs is required.
Evaluation results based on default parameter values are demonstrated in Fig. 11 . The y-axis also represents the two performance metrics, and the x-axis represents the average stretch, which is obtained by varying the stretch upper bound from 1 to 5 in both algorithms. The results prove that, in most cases, average mapping updates and MN-to-anchor distance of the two algorithms drop along with the increasing of the stretch. However, we also observe some exceptions: after the average stretch grows to a certain value (larger than ∼1.5), average MN-to-anchor distance of Algorithm-DMM stops decreasing and begins slightly increasing instead. It is because, when the stretch upper bound is large, Algorithm-DMM always makes the MN use the same HA which can be located quite far away from the MN, and this contributes to the increasing of the MN-to-anchor distance.
The results also demonstrate the performance benefits of Algorithm 2 over Algorithm-DMM. This can be explained by the fact that, Algorithm 2 is always more flexible in placing the mobility anchor of MNs since all the nodes can serve as candidate mobility anchors, while Algorithm-DMM only has two choices, i.e. to place the mobility anchor on the HA or CNs. Therefore, Algorithm 2 has an advantage in balancing the trade-off between data path stretch and mapping updates. Moreover, this evaluation already favors Algorithm-DMM since we assume that the algorithm is able to calculate the stretch values when selecting HAs, which is difficult to realize in practical DMM solutions (but this feature is easier to realize in SDN due to the centralized control).
Again, we evaluated the two algorithms by varying the number of CN, movement hop interval and mobility range based on AS3257. As for CN number and hop interval, the results and conclusions are similar to those in evaluation Set A, so we omit related demonstrations. As for mobility range, we find that Algorithm-DMM performs better when the mobility range is small as shown in Fig. 12 Algorithm-DMM approximate Algorithm 2 when the average stretch value is ∼1.3. It is because local-area movement and some tolerance on the stretch make Algorithm-DMM always choose the same HA for an MN which significantly reduces the mapping updates and MN-to-anchor distance. This scenario is the only one in which both algorithms generate similar values of the two performance metrics.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT
We proved the benefits of the SDN-based proposal theoretically in the previous section, while in this section we examine the practical performance of the proposal through implementation and experiments on Mininet Platform [38] . We run two sets of experiments: in Set A we focus on analyzing handoff performance of our proposal in a simulated campus network, while in Set B we demonstrate that our proposal supports more mobility scenarios including inter-domain movements and dual mobility. To complement the experiments which include limited number of switches and mobile users, we also give a discussion on the scalability issues in larger-scale deployment scenarios.
Implementation
We implemented our protocol based on Mininet 2.1.0. In Mininet, movement of an MN is simulated by detaching the MN from one switch and attaching it to another, which will trigger Port-status messages sent to the controller, making it be aware of the MNs attachment and detachment. Pox [39] is chosen as the controller in our implementation. Note that Mininet currently does not support layer-3 routing, but our protocol is a network-layer protocol, thus before running the protocol we realize layer-3 routing by pre-downloading static routing tables to all the switches.
The implementation follows the protocol design in Section 3.2. However, there are some details we have not 
Experiment Set A
Methodology
We make several experiments to test the end-to-end performance based on our implementation. We construct an intra-domain topology according to the real campus network in our university. As shown in Fig. 13 , the topology contains 21 switches (S1 to S21) and 30 links. We assign 100 Mbps bandwidth and 1 ms delay to each of the links. Since in the current version of Mininet, in-band control between switch and controller is not supported, control traffic is out-of-band in our experiment. We introduce two hosts into the experiment: H2 serves as MN and can move freely within the topology, while H1 serves as CN and always attaches to switch S4. We assign 10 Mbps bandwidth and 1 ms delay to the 'wireless link' between the host and attached switch. We ran Iperf, which is a commonly used network testing tool, between the two hosts and collect values of TCP throughput and packet loss rate as well as other metrics to study the impacts of H2's movement on the end-to-end performance.
Results
In the first experiment, we ran Iperf using both TCP and UDP mode between H1 and H2 for 1 min. During this time period, H2 moves in sequence from switch S1 to S21 and performs 21 handoffs, which implies that H2 moves at intervals of ∼2.5 s. Figure 14 plots the TCP throughput and packet loss rate collected in each 0.5 s during the total experiment time, from which we can infer that handoff events indeed brings degradation of end-to-end performance, but the effects are transient and the data transmission recovers immediately after the handoff event is handled.
To further study each handoff process, we take a closer look at the handoff events by capturing each packet transferred between H1 and H2 in the Iperf-TCP experiment and plotting the RTT values and TCP sequence numbers during one handoff event around the 21st second in Fig. 15 . to the retransmitted packets which are forwarded to the MN's new address. Figure 15b further demonstrates that, when the MN becomes on-line at the new location, CN began receiving duplicated acknowledgments generated by the MN due to the packet lost. Then the TCP transmission between the two hosts enters fast retransmit, which makes both sides quickly recovers from packet loss caused by the handoff event.
However, by observing both Figs. 14 and 15, we find that when the MN detaches from its previous location, it always takes a relatively long time (∼100 ms) before it resumes packet receiving at the new location. This handoff time may be unacceptable to some applications such as voice or video calls. To find out what actions constitute the handoff time, we also captured the control packets (port-status, flow-mode, packet-in, packet-out etc.) to and from the controller in the Iperf-TCP experiment.
We analyzed the captured control packets and split the handoff time into two periods. One is calculated by subtracting the time when the controller detects the MN is off-line from the time when the controller detects the MN is on-line again, and this period represents the time spent by Mininet to carry out the handoff event (make the MN attach to a new switch). The other is calculated by subtracting the time when the controller detects the MN is on-line from the time when new flow entries are downloaded to switches, and this period represents the time spent by the controller to handle the handoff. Then we plot both time periods of the 21 handoff events in Fig. 16 . Results show that period-1, i.e. the MN's offline time (from detaching to being detected again at new location), is dominant in the total handoff time, which is a common case in most mobility protocols and can hardly be optimized by our proposal. However, considering the fact that period-2 takes much less time to accomplish, and the offline time can usually be further reduced in practical environment, we argue that the handoff efficiency of our proposal is still acceptable especially when compared with most traditional mobility solutions.
We ran another experiment to test average TCP throughput and packet loss rate with different mobility frequencies. Results
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The Computer Journal, Vol. are plotted in Fig. 17 , which shows that mobility frequency has a relatively large impact on the end-to-end performance only when the MN is moving very fast. However, even if the MN attaches to a new switch every second, our proposal can still handle all the handoff events. When the MN moves every 5 s or slower, the MN's mobility can hardly generate any impact on the overall performance.
Experiment Set B
In this evaluation set, we construct a topology with three interconnected domains as shown in Fig. 18 , each of which deploys three switches and one controller. The bandwidth and delay of inter-domain, intra-domain and 'wireless' links are assigned to 100 Mbps/10 ms, 100 Mbps/1 ms and 10 Mbps/1 ms, respectively. The three controllers also perform out-of-band control. As a result, although the controllers are distant from each other in the topology, they are actually deployed on the same physical server separated from the Mininet platform. As a complement to the intra-domain experiments, we assume the MN and CN are located in different domains, and both of them can perform intra-and inter-domain movements. The handling of inter-domain session initiation and handoff are implemented the same as described in Section 3.3.1. We compare the performance of our proposal in different mobility scenarios including intra-and inter-domain mobility as well as single and dual mobility. In each experiment, we run Iperf TCP and UDP tests between CN and MN for 1 min during which period the MN (or both sides) performs 20 movements.
The results of experiment Set B are listed in Table 1 including average values of packet loss rate and TCP throughput collected in different scenarios, which prove that our proposal also works in inter-domain and dual mobility scenarios. As for the performance, we can infer that inter-domain movement leads to a slight degradation of end-to-end performance, which is because of the extra inter-controller communications. Besides, dual mobility also increases packet loss and lowers throughput when compared with single mobility.
Discussion
In this subsection, we further present a discussion on the scalability of our proposal when applied to larger-scale networks. There are mainly two concerns over the performance of our proposal in large-scale deployment scenarios. First, with the increasing of switches and hosts, the controller is required to handle more and more mobile events within a short time. Second, as the size of the network grows, it may take a long time for the controller to be informed of and handle a mobile event, which will bring down the handoff efficiency. We discuss on the two issues, respectively. As for the controller overhead, generally there are two ways to reduce the burden on one controller: one is to move some functionality from the control plane to the data plane, and the other is to distribute one controller's functionality over multiple controllers. The first way is not suitable for our proposal, since it will certainly lose some visibility of the entire network which is required by our algorithm to keep optimality. The second way can be applied into our proposal as is already discussed in Section 3.3.1. When considering the overhead on a single controller, earlier research shows that one controller can handle 30k requests per second, and this number was boosted by an order of magnitude later [40] . Recent effort even achieves more than 1 million responses per second using a single thread [41] . To look at the requests generated by our proposal, we argue that though the number of mobile users under a single controller can be quite large, normally their movement speed is much slower than that in our experiment. Therefore, we believe that the total number of mobility events to be handled in our proposal will not bring too much overhead to the controller.
As for handoff latency, we suggest that the delay between switches and controllers should be as small as possible, even if this leads to more controller deployment. After all, in most of the time, mobile users' movements are short-haul and can be handled by a local controller without triggering inter-controller operations. Besides, the flow installation cost on switches is another factor that affects the handoff latency. Though this delay is usually negligible on software switches, the resource limitation on hardware switches may bring a slight increase (about 10 ms) on the total handoff latency. However, it is expected that switches can be able to generate negligible latency for flow setup in a few years [40] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we address mobility support in IP networks under SDN architecture. We argue that SDN has advantages in handling problems in current mobility protocols because of its programmable devices, centralized control as well as other features. We designed an OpenFlow-based protocol to realize our idea, proved its advantages over existing IP mobility solutions through both theoretical proof and simulations, implemented the protocol on Mininet and demonstrated its feasibility to handle host mobility by making experiments.
There are several works left for future research. First, we are going to further extend the scales of our simulations on Mininet platform which can help to evaluate scalability issues of our proposal. Second, we are planning to move our experiment platform from virtual machines to real networks with wireless environments in order to obtain more realistic and convincing results. 
